The paper tells the story of the shaping of a Soviet oil-shale mining city -KohtlaJärve, Estonia -by contrasting the public sphere represented by photo-albums with private ones represented by life-stories. The reason for Kohtla-Järve's existence is oil-shale and its usage as political tool has caused the city's rise and decline in the socio-economic turmoil of the 20 th century. Yet, as contradictory as we would like to think results of visual representation analysis and a biographical approach concerning Soviet and contemporary worlds are, they both still broadly follow political and socio-economic circumstances. Imagery and life-stories are not poles apart, they just focus on different things; representations are somewhat rooted in real life and biographies are partly lived in public space.
Introduction
Mining, although producing life's necessities for humankind, is usually detrimental to the natural environment and also to the social one in the long run. The process of setting up a new mine is time consuming in democratic societies because of deliberation. Alternative locations, other resources, management, opening and closing costs and practices, influences on people's health and livelihood etc. have to be considered in a state where allowed environmental impacts are ever-tightening. Creating a mine in totalitarian regime seems simpler as the only thing necessary was an order from "above"; supplying natural resources for demand elsewhere and not much considering (or having the right to) future consequences. This is the first 133/181 approximation but history is always contested, whether implicitly or explicitly. What is a more detailed account for a Soviet mining city's life course?
The aim of this paper is to show this contestedness by the tale of the Soviet oil-shale mining city Kohtla-Järve, Estonia from two vantage points: public and private. Despite discrepancies in discourses concerning public and private realm remain inextricable to every social system they are especially conspicuous in totalitarian regimes. Two complementary methods of visual representation and biographical approach have been used to explain the shaping of the city by imagery and everyday spheres.
For making clear the relation between researcher and subject as demanded by Apo (2003) : the author comes from Kohtla-Järve, her parents moved there in 1958 and 1968, and she lived there until 18 years of age, thus she has an insider's perspective. Also Apo (2003) claims that nowadays the opposition between etic and emic positions has dissolved and both viewpoints have to be considered, still acknowledging their difference. Etic position is necessary to understand thwider socio-historical context, which helps to interpret the emic position in lifestories.
Kohtla-Järve as the quintessence of the soviet industrial landscape
The reason for Kohtla-Järve's existence is oil-shale. Whereas oil-shale has been mined, chemically processed and used for energy it has also constituted as a political tool causing glorious and less glorious days to the region known as the "Land of Oil-shale".
Although the hearsays of peasants' saunas built from stone catching fire and scientific investigations of 19 th century it was the fuel crisis of the First World War that started the industrial mining of oil-shale in 1916. Small-scale foreign capital based industrial enterprises helped to spread innovative ideas like using electricity and principles of garden cities in the otherwise rather rural, sparsely populated and agriculturally oriented area.
Following the Second World War the Soviet Union demand for oil-shale sky-rocketed resulting in foundation of a new mining city called Kohtla-Järve in 1946. The name of the city was borrowed from the neighbouring villages of Kohtla and Järve partly on which lands the city was established. The farmsteads had to make space for city dwellings to accommodate the evergrowing number of workers ( figure 1 and 2 ). The need for working hands was solved by immigrant workers: 80% of Kohtla-Järve's population is currently Russian-speaking (KohtlaJärve's official web page); the same rate goes also for Ida-Viru county 2 
.
Although stories of peasants' saunas built from stone catching fire and scientific investigations of the 19 th century showed an early interest in the regions potential for energy exploitation, it was the fuel crisis of the First World War that started the industrial mining of oil-shale in 1916. Small-scale foreign capital based industrial enterprises helped to spread innovative ideas like using electricity, and the principles of garden cities in the otherwise rather rural, sparsely populated and agriculturally oriented area.
Following the Second World War the demand for natural resources sky-rocketed resulting in hundreds of new mining towns all over former Soviet Union. Kohtla-Järve was founded in 1946. The name of the city was borrowed from the neighbouring villages of Kohtla and Järve partly on whose lands the city was established. The farmsteads had to make space for city dwellings to accommodate the ever-growing number of workers ( figure 1 and 2 ). The need for working hands was solved by immigrant workers: 80% of Kohtla-Järve's population is currently Russianspeaking (Kohtla-Järve's official web page); the same rate goes also for Ida-Viru county Oil-shale mining in Kohtla-Järve was directly subjected to the Ministry of Coal Industry in Moscow. As a result the city became the regional centre despite the fact that there were older and bigger cities nearby (figure 2). Kohtla-Järve was the capital of Oil-shale Land. Kohtla-Järve lost its special status with the collapse of the Soviet Union. The capital of Oil-shale Land faces all the troubles known in so-called rust-belt-zones as the regime that has created it and supported its over-production for local needs has ceased. The amounts that Estonia needs nationally are times smaller and oil-shale production fluctuates depending on the Russian market's cut-offs and re-openings (figure 3). Alongside economic problems, environmental concerns could be voiced which was not possible before. Closing an underground mine whether due to shortage of oil-shale or selling opportunities, is expensive to do if done properly. Quarries need to be recultivated; allegedly Kohtla-Järve was a forerunner in the world in the 1960s-1970s. Mining's side-productlimestone -is deposited into heaps but if it contains too much oil-shale it can ignite. Energy production by burning oil-shale causes air and ground-water pollution and the so-called 'ashhills wasteland' if not built according to standards. Chemical processing by heating without oxygen pollutes air and produces semi-coke that is stored in heaps where phenols can leak into the soil and water. Environmental awareness has definitely been rising, meaning that the consequences of past actions are scrutinized with ecology in mind. Of course, it is always a question of prioritising where to put one's finances, but arguably safeguarding human resources was not an issue during the Soviet period. Contemporary requirements are higher and environmental monitoring is in effect.
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Economic problems are unavoidably translated into social troubles and ethnic tensions: unemployment, difficulty in acquiring new labour skills, an aging population demographic (30% of people are retired), language issues and citizenship, low income, high maintenance costs for apartments, abandonment and demolition of houses, crime, drugs, AIDS etc.
Excess industrialisation, immigration and urbanisation have constituted the nexus of economic, ecological and social problems, degrading Kohtla-Järve's public image. Kohtla-Järve was like any other Soviet mining city with an up-to-date clear city plan layout, multi-storeyed new housing, tap-water, effective collective infrastructures: hospitals, parks, kindergartens and schools. But as a rather mono-functional settlement it now represents (perhaps unfairly) the changes that took place in Estonia after the Second World War (see Palang et al. 2006) being the quintessence of all bad that the Soviet period represents.
Yet, the heavy industrial constellation has shaped the land, featuring phenomena that cannot be found elsewhere (figure 4) hopefully inducing tourism and local identity-building. Due to good access of fuel, energy and natural gas from Russia industrial clusters have formed in KohtlaJärve, producing benzene, benzoic acid, sodium and potassium benzoate, plasticizers, mineral fertilisers, technical grades of liquid and aqua ammonia, prilled urea etc., also used in local enterprises for raw materials in producing impregnation oil, varnishes, resins, road asphalt, sulphur, tanning materials and detergents. Thus, the first thing one notices when reaching the Land of Oil-shale is smell; secondly the eye meets so-called ash-hills, (common name for all three types of residual heaps; around 40 on an 80 km stretch of land) on an otherwise flat landscape that are over 100 m in relative height. Since the beginning of the 20 th century over 400 km 2 (close to 1% of Estonian territory) have been mined, whether underground or in quarries by 2007 (pers. comm.) producing over 100 million tons of usable oil-shale by 2006 (Varb and Tambet 2008), not to mention waste materials like limestone. The careful eye can also detect signs of yesterday's progress now abandoned: non-efficient structures have been left behind, industrial chimneys from the 1920s stand alone, overgrown apple-trees that once surrounded now non-existent farmsteads and almost deserted workmen villages. 
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Methods and materials
In the current study two complementary methods are used to show the story of shaping a Soviet mining city by public and private spheres as they both direct our understanding of "reality". (Relph 1986 ): was landscape change detected, was it perceived as gradual or abrupt, how well did locals adapted to it, how did these attitudes form, what was regarded as noteworthy and does it coincide with public imagery. Despite the usage of different material, and outcomes reach different hierarchical levels, both methods feature some common traits.
Both methods of visual representational analysis and biographical approach are of a qualitative nature, being rather elitist and highly selective as material is not bulky. Landscape imagery in photo-albums have gone through multiple selection filters: selection of photographer, photographs (with all its aspects: angle, colour, exposure etc.), typical or remarkable objects that convey ideas best etc. Despite the top-down selection process and thorough Soviet censorship, a style called "socialist content, nationalistic form" was still possible (see Linnap 2003 , Sooväli 2004 ). Life-stories of common people were not dealt with during the Soviet period, only biographies of famous people (preferably already dead) were published with remarkable gaps or silences in not approved areas, e.g. the Estonian 20-year independence period was omitted or covered with couple of sentences referred to as "bourgeoisie" (Hinrikus and Kõresaar 2004 , compare to "A right for biography" by Lotman 1990).
The selected methods feature compressed forms of time and space, and as such are not highly representational and do not allow any deep conclusions but despite their constraints they are both tackling the public or private aspects of a Soviet mining city while simultaneously problematising the concept of "real". Visual representational analysis and the biographic approach reflect a subjective ((un)consciously beautified) reality. Detailed accounts of specific particulars are unimaginable; generalisations and embellishments are in place, giving even 137/181 more information to the researcher. Though not always worth mentioning, strategies of how to cope with everyday practicalities are interesting as well. Memory "tricks" in life-stories, such as coalesced uniform periods in one sentence and lengthy descriptions of a "night that changed the world" are unavoidable. Therefore the notion of a life-story is used instead of life history. Both methods use as their material pre-recorded pictures and texts imbued with period context (totalitarian or democratic regime) as being a creation of their time, as well as the interpreters' which makes the study even more intriguing.
Another time-bounded quality binds these two methods: their application in Estonian context (Peil 2006 , Peil et al. 2004 ) that has been fairly recent, since re-independence. Ways to dissect the overtly propagandist pictorial language were not possible during the totalitarian regime (on  representations see A life-story may be regarded as a representation: representation of a self, retrospective life, origin, generation or nation, of "how things were back then" having the same flaws as any other representation: partiality showing off good sides or presenting selective truths consciously or not etc. As Harvey (1997: 96) has put it:
All societies, classes, and social groups possess a distinctive "geographical lore", a working knowledge of their territory, of the spatial configuration of use values relevant to them, and of how they may intervene to shape the use values to their own purposes. This "lore", acquired through experience, is codified and socially transmitted as part of a conceptual apparatus with which individuals and groups cope with the world. It may take the form of a loosely-defined spatial and environmental imagery…
Similar to a life-story account, a series of visual representations make up a narration having a beginning, middle and end, twists, highlights and punch-lines -a moral, and a message to convey (Cronon 1999 ) from a certain (higher hierarchical level) vantage point depending on story-telling time.
Visual representational analysis of landscapes
Representation The focus will rest on photo-album imagery -the selection of landscape representations both on objects and in terms of depiction in time and place sequences. "The geographic problematic stems from the fact that we cannot accept reality as it is and so we create places to transform reality into what we think it ought to be, and then transform this new reality, and so on" (Sack 2001: 117) .
The studied material comprises 20 picture books covering the period from 1948-1990 and around 10 from the re-independence period as a publishing boom of tourism related picturesque books continues. Estonian photo-albums published outside Estonia are not included (see outsider's view in Vesilind 1980 ). The primary aim of the coffee-table books is to introduce 138/181 the remarkable, peculiar as well as ordinary places of the country; still some books were dedicated only to the region of Kohtla-Järve. Both the representations of the cityscape and oilshale industry are studied. 
Biographical approach
Findings and discussion
In this chapter emergent themes from visual representational analysis of landscapes and biographical approach are set into a dialogue to reveal the play of public and private levels; it will demonstrate how period specific conditions (etic socio-historical context) affect biographies along with giving understanding of individuals' life experiences.
Chronologies
The most prominent common theme is the recording of passing time, chronology. On the representational side, the development of a technological innovation (see Krim 1973) : from black-and-white albums to albums with some coloured panels to fully colour photos on quality paper, with occasional or full retouching (mainly with red) of pictures. Also the number of books shows an exponentially increasing trend -now everybody has the right for an opinion.
The quality of paper could also serve as a basis for a chronology of life-stories: good quality paper was not retrievable at the end of 1980s; writing was done in simple school exercise books not by typing machines (owning one during Soviet period was prohibited) or computers. Along
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with the national re-awakening the peak of writing life-stories remains the end of 1980s to the beginning of the 1990s -looking back at the revolutionary developments. At first, most of the life-stories are from the so-called betrayed generation born in the 1920s and often sent to Siberia who could heal themselves by publicly speaking of things not possible before.
Previous historic periods seem coherent at first examination but even the Soviet period could be sub-divided according to Soviet Party leaders with somewhat different policies and "thaw" episodes. Going even deeper, early and late years of each leader could be distinguished and so on. It is much more difficult to say something substantial about the present as the genus tempori has not settled yet.
The 1950s-1970s were carried along by the idea of industrial appraisal in Estonia ( figure 5 ). The icon of this was Kohtla-Järve which together with images of mining and living in the modern city, created a feeling of a real utopia ( figure 7 ). In the post-war period it was a place where modern built-up work could be captured, avoiding the apparitional ruins in the backdrop. figure 6 ). The photos of the region's natural monuments over industrial ones start to prevail in the 1980s, though usually one picture depicting a quarry with machinery is kept. In contemporary books nature monuments are in the forefront and only some views to distant ash-hills appear occasionallya trend in rapid change hopefully: local initiators give fiery talks of the beauty and heritage value of altered landscapes, trying to avoid the often used term of shock-tourism. Some inclinations can be even read out from the titles of the books dedicated only to the region of Kohtla-Järve: "Miners' Country" (Migdal 1968 ), "The Capital of Oil-shale Country: KohtlaJärve" (Sein 1976 ) and "Estonian Northern Coast" (Ranniku and Uusi 1993), although also 140/181 during the Soviet period nature photo-albums were possible: "Pictures from Alutaguse" (Alutaguse being the historic name for Ida-Viru county) (Jüssi 1973 In life-stories four major break-points concerning oil-shale mining activities expressed in city developments can be found, two of them more subtle ones. First, a gradual change in the local countryside when oil-shale was being extracted: pieces of one or that meadow were bought up by mining companies. Unstable underground constructions resulted in land collapses where horses fell in so far only their ears could be spotted.Secondly, the horrors of Second World War and consequently sudden re-organisation of all aspects of life: the houses of Järve villages were demolished to allow erecting so-called Finnish reparation houses by German war prisoners. Some compensation for land was given but creation of a new city went with such a hurry that collective farms were not formed in the adjacent villages. The first wave of immigrants arrived but Estonian life-stories concentrate on personal lives in hard conditions -one city space conjoined totally separated social and ethnic groups. It seems that the repeatedly mentioned fights between Estonian and Russianspeaking boys had begun already then. On the other hand, it was the time of silencesignorance was sometimes the best defence against deportation to Siberia (last one in 1949). Adjusting to changes, specifically rural conversion to an urban fabric of life, which lasted from the 1950s until the 1970s, is characterised by fitting the place and time into place metaphors, e.g. Tahmalinn (Grimetown) and Järve instead of Kohtla-Järve in letter headings (Jaago et al. 2007 ). Järve village was replaced by Sotslinn (in Estonian) or Sotsgorod (in Russian) meaning the socialist city, now again named Järve urban district (see figure 2) . Former land use patterns were completely wiped out in places where houses were substituted by semi-coke hills.
Many story-tellers feel the third turning point to be the end of 1970s, beginning of 1980s, when the small garden city was turned into something unacceptable to Estonians (Jaago et al. 2007 ; figure 8 ): It was the time when former villagers of Järve who had built their new individual houses on Punane (Red) street had to once again leave their houses and move into 5-or 9-storied "highrises". Places were necessary to accommodate the new immigration wave from the east that over-exceeded the carrying capacity threshold, causing unavoidably the loss in general upkeep. A city that was perceived as nice and tidy became bigger and sloppier because of the new "rootless" people and loss of sense of private property and responsibility:
There is no old Kohtla-Järve anymore. Most of it was destroyed by the nitrogen fertiliser factory (the houses fell into a sanitary buffer zone); some by expansion of the oil-shale plant, and part was just abandoned when a chance appeared to get an apartment in Sotslinn with central heating, tap water and a bathroom.
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More and more often two cultures collided, or two lacks of culture, to be more exact, so that the sparks flew. One thought, this is our country now, the other, that this is our homeland.
The 1990s change in landscapes somehow does not reflect in life-stories as something traumatic; it is the beginning of long-lasting decay that has not ended now (Jaago et al. 2007 ; figure 9 ): Hard economic times, the ecological issues, and ethnic conflicts have been rather submerged, like right after the Second World War; people are concerned for the well-being of themselves. Maybe the common concern for the city's upkeep helps to overcome the ethnic discrepancies?
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Propaganda and progress
Chronologies have tight connections to the idea of progress. Kohtla-Järve was the most represented region after the capital Tallinn in the photo-albums in the post-war period. Here the myth of Kohtla-Järve as the quintessence of the Soviet industrial landscape was born. The images stress the importance of overcoming nature and using nature as a resource, in the words of (in)famous Ivan Mitchurin: "We do not expect gifts from nature, we take them ourselves" (figure 10). The city is represented by photos from high vantage points, panoramas and skylines (compare Krim 1973) demonstrating contemporary planning and commodities; stilllives of staged everyday urban street activity appear later. Kohtla-Järve gained its status as a symbol of progress by offering a perfect location for photo-sessions which would effect a change in the rest of the country: from agrarian into industrial society with all its amenities and camaraderie of the people. It was an embodiment of the happy future that communism propagated. Pictures of people dealing with their hobbies and recreations are commonly situated in the back of the books, after the industrialism has been envisaged fully ( figure 11 ).
The industrial progress is illustrated by a metaphoric night-and underground-shots with beams of light coming through the darkness resting on heavy machinery; huge pipe constructions are photographed from below and there is a great deal of drama and optimism in these photos, stressed with blue sky and white clouds. The mining factories and territories are often represented in sunset or special daylight providing a dramatic setting for displaying the power of industry ( figure 12 ).
As many of the Soviet period photo-albums feature parallel texts besides Russian in English, German and sometimes Finnish, they were aiming at popularising the ideas beyond the Soviet border. The texts accompanying the photos vividly express the nature of ideology and emphasised industrialisation (Migdal 1968 Older story-tellers mention individual houses (an ideal type of home in Estonian imagery) on Punane street as something meaningful, for instance "everything was very beautiful, pretty, green on Punane street" (notice the colour ideological irony), "knew ones who had to leave their homes, their Punane street homes and taken out of their third home feet first". On the other hand the Soviet style city resembling all new cities across the Soviet Union was much more acceptable for immigrants than historic Estonian small cities (Jaago et al. 2007 ). Space had been domesticated to a proper place for immigrants; local Estonians felt that their place was eroding into anonymous space ( figure 13 ).
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The "fruitful Soviet conditions" that accompanied oil-shale mining in city building had its consequences for everyday life as well. Up-to-date lodging opportunities and work places attracted young miners and educated scientists. No interior views of homes are represented in the books, quite contrary to the abundance of descriptions of them in life-stories: where and how things were retrieved in a constant state of deficit. In contrast, work and progress in industrialisation is not discussed in life-stories, concerning the Soviet as well as contemporary period. Perhaps diffusion of innovations is taken for granted or it is felt that public sphere of technology development belongs to the "big history", not worth mentioning unlike everyday living conditions. Retrospectively, all life-stories feature the theme of overall degradation (e.g. the building of the nitrogen fertiliser factory and expansion of the oilshale plants mentioned earlier), the feeling of sorrow as work once necessary was now deemed unimportant; feelings neglect and despair are evident, though environmental issues are not in the foreground as long as they do not affect day-to-day practicalities. Laundry days were selected according to the wind direction: no grime parts from the polluted air were wanted on freshly washed bed linen. Snow was prohibited for children to eat, not because of fear of catching cold but because of the contamination. Maybe here is the reason for the under-representation of winter-time photos in coffee-table books.
Monuments constitute a monumental importance in the city space for collective memory, creating identity and meeting places (Lynch 1970 ). Virtually every photo-album from the Soviet period starts with an image of the statue of Lenin, but none is ever mentioned in life-stories ( figure 14) . In books dealing with Kohtla-Järve more precisely another statue has deserved attention: "Glory to Work" (figure 15). It is fascinating that all the statues of Lenin have been removed and replaced by flower arrangements or just neglected and not depicted in photo-albums anymore, but two miners still stand in solitary pride on city hall square, although the tribune was made shorter in the 1990s. Kohtla-Järve's city government still used this statue in their official materials in 2008 as representatives of the working class (Kohtla-Järve's official web page). 145/181
Individuals
The Soviet ideology strived to show that it was the working comrade, to whom all new benefits were created. The number of labourers' portraits supports the idea of valuing each and every person, where a simple miner is important enough to be represented as a class member in a photo-album. In "Miners' County" (Migdal 1968 Local city legend also mocks wives of Russian officers that were illiterate (many of the Soviets were sent to "bring culture") and in a wish to behave according to their high social status wore silk undergarments as evening gowns, found in abandoned houses right after the war.
Along with the modern Soviet city build-up, places for communal get-togethers were foreseen. The so-called house of culture was promoting spending spare time in an orderly manner, dealing with hobbies and recreation together with comrades. One can only assume that professionally fast-promoted Russian-speaking bosses did not dance Estonian folk dances with their employees. So-called folk hikes and tiding-up Saturdays were arranged rather regularly, often the most precious time for people having to take care of their subsistence gardens. Everyday's shadow economy, e.g. greenhouses, is never represented in photo-albums. Arranged cranberry and lingonberry picking trips for subsistence took place every year after September 15 th (planned economy) by busses ( figure 17 ). Since the 1990s part of the Russian-speaking community faced difficulties in berry-picking as all the bilingual signs were substituted by place-names written in the Latin alphabet, thus they had to memorise the bus line numbers and at which kilometre they wanted the stop. Estonians perceive themselves as inward looking people, not so easily adaptable to the new; neither natural nor social environs (Jaago et al. 2007 
Conclusions
As the past is not a "coherent path to the present" (Agnew et al. 1997: 10 ) the shaping of the controversial Soviet mining city of Kohtla-Järve opens up through public and private spheres represented by imagery and life-stories during Estonia's recent Soviet past and the end of the Soviet system. Also, other contestations can be brought forward: of methods, times (e.g. application of methods in Estonian context and chronologies), space and place, insiders and outsiders.
Imagery and life-stories present a series of discrepancies especially during the Soviet but also contemporary period. The Soviet imagery stressed mining and industry, whereas contemporary 147/181 imagery strives to erase it. Hopefully, this will start to change; people need to adapt to the environment where they spend their lives. In the totalitarian regime a picture in popular imagery may represent a thousand words that nobody cares to say. Neither time period's photos reflect reality as it comes out from life-stories. In the Estonian collective memory, until recently, the Soviet years were subjected to oblivion, as the Red Terror touched every Estonian family. Now, as time has passed, debates on how to recall the Soviet period have emerged and some sense of nostalgia is acceptable (see Vesilind 2006) . Both representations and biographies are full of sensitive silences.
Yet, as contradictory as we would like to think the results of visual representational analysis and biographical approach concerning the Soviet and contemporary worlds are, they both still broadly follow the political situation and socio-economic circumstances. Imagery and life-stories are not poles apart, they just focus on different aspects; representations are rooted in real life and biographies are partly lived in public space.
One common turning point emerged in representations and life-stories: the 1970s when KohtlaJärve as oil-shale capital disappeared from photo-albums and local Estonian people felt the loss of an acceptable garden city due to modern high-rises and further industrialisation.
The same city space is shared by local Estonians; Estonians and Russian-speaking communities torn by ethnic conflict in some opinions. Their views of Kohtla-Järve differ because of their past personal histories that are reflected in their life-stories: what is noteworthy in landscape and worthwhile to mention. Surprisingly, very little attention is paid to the appearance of altered landscapes, e.g. ash-hills. For individuals, the ecological issues became a problem only when it directly concerned their everyday practicalities; and when general city maintenance was at a visible loss due to the number of immigrants who over-exceeded the local carrying capacity threshold. Furthermore, a similar aspect of common concern is the city's upkeep. An amazing ability to shifts one's focus from an outsider's to an insider's perspective is in evidence: Kohtla-Järve can be a "much-cursed" and "God-forsaken place" yet -still a home.
Imagery and life-stories alter in depicting changing landscapes in different circumstances, still featuring common themes and rules throughout the ages. Whether the mining and industrial history will be represented in photo-albums and life-stories in the future or not, it has constituted to the shaping of Kohtla-Järve.
